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Analyzing Computer Security: A Threat / Vulnerability / Countermeasure ApproachPrentice Hall, 2011

	
		“In this book, the authors adopt a refreshingly new approach to explaining the intricacies of the security and privacy challenge that is particularly well suited to today’s cybersecurity challenges. Their use of the threat–vulnerability–countermeasure paradigm combined with...
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Essentials of Artificial IntelligenceMorgan Kaufmann, 1993

	Since its publication, Essentials of Artificial Intelligence has been adopted at numerous universities and colleges offering introductory AI courses at the graduate and undergraduate levels. Based on the author's course at Stanford University, the book is an integrated, cohesive introduction to the field. The...
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Elements of Neo-Walrasian Economics: A Survey (Advances in Japanese Business and Economics)Springer, 2013

	This book aims to explain to the readers the basic idea of the general equilibrium theory, which forms the core of the current mainstream economics called neoclassical school. To understand this theory is absolutely necessary, either to study further or to criticize the contemporary economic theories. The author not only explains traditional...
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Topology of Digital Images: Visual Pattern Discovery in Proximity SpacesSpringer, 2014

	This book carries forward recent work on visual patterns and structures in digital images and introduces a near set-based a topology of digital images. Visual patterns arise naturally in digital images viewed as sets of non-abstract points endowed with some form of proximity (nearness) relation. Proximity relations make it possible to...
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Fundamental Models in Financial TheoryMIT Press, 2014

	This book provides an innovative, integrated, and methodical approach to understanding complex financial models, integrating topics usually presented separately into a comprehensive whole. The book brings together financial models and high-level mathematics, reviewing the mathematical background necessary for understanding these models...
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The Discipline of Organizing: Professional Edition, 3rd EditionNew Society Publishers, 2015

	This ebook exploits many advanced capabilities with images, hypertext, and interactivity and is optimized for EPUB3-compliant book readers, especially Apple's iBooks and browser plugins. These features may not work on all ebook readers.

...
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Reproductive Biology of PlantsCRC Press, 2014

	Reproductive biology is the basis of species improvement and a thorough understanding of this is needed for plant improvement, whether by conventional or biotechnological methods. This book presents an up to date and comprehensive description of reproduction in lower plants, gymnosperms and higher plants. It covers general plant biology,...
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Nonprofit Management 101: A Complete and Practical Guide for Leaders and ProfessionalsJossey-Bass, 2011

	A comprehensive handbook for leading a successful nonprofit


	This handbook can educate and empower a whole generation of nonprofit leaders and professionals by bringing together top experts in the field to share their knowledge and wisdom gained through experience. This book provides nonprofit professionals with the conceptual...
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Life Isn't BinaryJessica Kingsley Publishers, 2019

	
		'Barker and Iantaffi have written the book we all need for this moment in time.' - CN Lester

	
		Much of society's thinking operates in a highly rigid and binary manner; something is good or bad, right or wrong, a success or a failure, and so on. Challenging this limited way of thinking, this...
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Three Laws of Nature: A Little Book on ThermodynamicsYale University Press, 2019

	A short and entertaining introduction to thermodynamics that uses real-world examples to explain accessibly an important but subtle scientific theory

	 

	A romantic description of the second law of thermodynamics is that the universe becomes increasingly disordered. But what does that actually mean? Starting with...
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PHP Developer's Cookbook (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2001
PHP is an open source, server-side, HTML-embedded scripting language used to create dynamically generated Web pages. With an easy-to-use syntax and a large, extensible library of modules, PHP makes it fast and easy to create powerful data-driven Web sites for e-commerce, community portals, and other Web-based applications.
...
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Hack Proofing Your Wireless NetworkSyngress Publishing, 2002
When the concept of a network without wires was first suggested more than two
decades ago, it sparked the imagination of scientists, product vendors, and users
around the globe eager for the convenience and flexibility of a free roaming connection.
Unfortunately, as the variety of wireless solutions began to emerge, anticipation...
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